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room creates more relaxed
Federal tuition Birthing
atmosph ere for expectant mothers
fund proposed
by Cherllyn Guttmann
Staff Reporter

by Mike Towle
Staff Writer ■

number of people putting money into
it," he said.

Plans to reintroduce a new form of
federal tuition assistance on Capitol
Hill have been set in motion by Boston
University President John R. Silber.
The Tuition Advance Fund (TAF)
is a proposal to set up a federal fund
upon which any degree-seeking student, regardless of need, could draw a
maximum annual advance of $7,500 a
year for college expenses. No more
than $1,000 above the cost of tuition
can be used for housing or other
college costs.
TAF is intended to eliminate all
current forms of federal financial aid
except the College Work-Study Program.

••WITH TAF, in 10 to 12 years the
program would be self-sustaining,
using up no tax dollars, shifting the
burden of the college tuition treasury
department over to the IRS," McCracken added.
Boston University's President
Silber believes the shifting of responsibility of collection from the Department of Education to the IRS would
make the program more efficient. In
an August 1 Boston Globe article,
Silber was quoted as saying, "this
would leave persons having an obligation to repay with only three ways of
defaulting: through unemployment;
through death; and through Leavenworth. None is especially attractive."
McCracken stated bankruptcy
would not be an alternative. There
would still be an obligation to repay
the TAF tax until full repayment,
retirement or death.

SAMUEL McCRACKEN, an assistant to Silber who has worked with the
TAF plan since 1977 when it was first
introduced, said members of the BU
staff in charge of TAF already have
begun lobbying for congressional support.
All money borrowed during the
time a student is in school is paidback
through a payroll tax similar to social
security. Depending on the students
annual income, between 2 and 5 percent of funds loaned will be subtracted from their paycheck each
week. After graduation all students
involved in the program will pay back
one-and-one-hau times the amount of
the funds advanced. There will be no
repayment for those with incomes of
less than $5,000 a year.
Opponents of the proposal claim it
will end up with the same budgetary
problems that now plague the Social
Security program. McCracken disagrees.
" Actually the programs of Social
Security and TAF would be 180 degrees apart. The problem with Social
Security is that the number of people
drawing out of the fund exceeds the

BU STUDENT UNION President
Kevin G. McGuire spoke in Washington D.C., where he convinced the
American Student Association (ASA),
a group of nearly 500 student goverment leaders from across the country, to support the TAF plan and the
establishment of a national TAF center at the BU campus. McGuire's
legislation passed by a majority vote.
University Student Goverment Senator George Aber, who attended the
Washington assembly, supports the
TAF program.
"I'm behind it. I even lobbied for it
on Capitol Hill," said Aber, who spoke
to several congressmen about the
firogram. "We have too many probems now with the current financial
aid process." he added.
A recent change in regulation by
the Department of Education regarding the National Direct Student Loan
see TAF page 6

The room has plants in the window and a T.V. Tne bed is covered
with flowered sheets. It's almost
like being at home except that the
room is contained in Wood County
Hospital in the maternity ward.
"The birthing room," Peggy
Follett, RN, explained, "really
does have a home-like atmosphere,
because there is much less evidence of equipment.
"The main purpose of the room
is to achieve bonding. This is the
bonding between the woman and a
supportperson, and the doctor and
nurse. These are the only people in
the room during the entire process.
This gives the woman continuity of
care, Follett said.
THE WOMAN REMAINS in the
room throughout labor and delivery instead of being moved around,
Follett added.
"The room is quiet and relaxed.
If a woman chooses to use the chair
position during birth she can look
down and actually see the baby
being born. Women are required to
take prenatal classes to be prepared for birth," Follett said.
"Tape players can be brought in
if the parents want to play music. A
lot of women bring in some type of
focal point to concentrate on during
labor. Sometimes it's a picture of
their other children. We had one
woman, who was a hospital employee, bring in a picture of Tom
Sellick. You know, Magnum P.I.
She took it down, though, after
awhile, "Follett said.
During the first month the room
was open, fifteen women used it.
Elizabeth Kahlenberg from
Pemberville said when she used
the room in June she could not
believe the relaxed atmosphere.
"IT WAS LIKE being at home
instead of in some mechanical

Peggy Follett, RN, stands beside the birthing room bed In the Wood County Hospital. "So fer,
the doctors have really liked it." Follett said.

room. I really appreciated not being shuffled around between my
labor and delivery because at that
moment it's the last thing you
want. My husband stayed with me
the entire time, already dressed in
his scrub clothes," Kahlenberg
said.
Kahlenberg explained she has
four girls and was hoping for a boy.
"When the baby was born and it
was a boy everyone cheered for
mr* He was put on top of me before
being washed or weighed. We were

Draft objectors advised to file CO
by David Schlffer
Editorial Editor

Men who do not intend to serve in a
military capacity in the U.S.'s armed
forces had better file for conscientious objector status before a draft is
implemented, according to two antidraft organizations.
"All signs point to activization of
the draft in 1983," said Ray Segal, a
staff person in the Washington, D.C.,
headquarters of the Committee
Against Registration and the Draft
(CARD).
Those signs include two recent
think tank reports calling for conscription to balance the racial make-up
and technical expertise of the all-volunteer forces and stepped-up efforts
by the government to force compliance with the draft registration program, according to Segal.
Since July of 1960, all men born
during or after 1960 must register for
the draft by their eighteenth birthday.
Failure to do so is a felony crime,
punishable by a maximum prison
term of five years and a $10,000 One.
Five men have been indicted since
June 30 of this year, but none have yet
come to trial.

OVER EIGHT MILLION young
men have registered for the draft, but
about 700,000 have not. Segal said
many who do not register beueve the
government is preparing for a peacetime draft, creating a force that they
believe the U.S. would use to intervene in third world countries.
"If 1962 wasn't an election year,
we'd probably have a draft by now."
Segal said, citing increased U.S. military aid to El Salvador and other
Central American countries, our
overt attempts to disrupt the Sandinista government of Nicaragua and
the reversion to the Cold War with the
Soviet Union and the need to give a
show of strength as examples of the
Reagan administration's desire for
new military adventurism.
"Those who are morally, ethically
or religiously opposed to war should
establish a file for conscientious objector (CO.) status before an actual
draft begins," according to Shawn
Perry, associate director of the National Inter-religious Service Board
for Conscientious Objectors
(NISBCO) in Washington. By creating a file with NISBCO or any other
national CO. organization, or with a
local religious or draft counseling

group stating that you are seeking of the five men indicted by the governCO. status and filing letters of sup- ment for failure to register as being
port, you are doing two things, Perry religious C.O.s- one is a Mennonite
said.
and the other a member of the Church
of the Brethren.
"ONE, YOU familiarize yourself
with the Military Selective Service
PERRY RECOMMENDS that you
Act which states that those who are consider your own beliefs, and if you
morally, ethically or religiously op- can, register for the draft. At the point
posed to war in any form wiil qualify when you register, you should write
as a conscientious objector, and two, on your card 'I am a conscientious
you establish a file which becomes a objector.'
legal document you can present at the
''You'll get no official confirmation
time of classification during induc- from Selective Service," Perry said,
tion."
"but it will be stored on microfilm in
their files. You then have created a
Assuming there is a draft, "current legal document."
regulations state that you have 10
days from the postmark date of your
Perry suggested that those who
induction notice to show up for a originally registered for the draft but
physical," said Gerry Condon, na- have since decided to file for CO.
tional staff person for CARD. "Once status, should file a change of address
you pass your physical, you're imme- form with Selective Service, stating
diately inducted into the service. You that the form serves as a change of
can't file for CO., medical deferment information not included on the origior hardship discharge then, that's nal form. This then creates further
why we recommend working on CO. documentation.
now. You won't have time when the
Should a draft be called, the govconscription begins.
ernment will take all information into
"Conscientious objection doesn't account when investigating the valSet you out of registration for the idity of a claim for CO.
see Objectors page 4
raft, however," he added, citing two

the first ones to check him out and
count his toes. It gave us a much
closer feeling seeing the baby immediately instead of having him
taken away to a corner."
Kahlenberg said her husband
took pictures during the delivery.
"He thinks I'm fun to watch
have babies."
Sharon Mason had her first baby
in the birthing room.
"I would definitely use it again,"
Mason said. "I took the 1 .amaze
prenatal classes to prepare for it. It

B& News photo/Tim Appel

was very private and my husband
really enjoyed that. We even
watched T.V. for awhile," Mason
said.
DR. PAT REMINGTON, a University professor, said the room
gave her more control compared to
a standard delivery room.
"As an anthropologist 1 recognize that most cultures traditionally give birth in a squatting
position. This is because the gravaee Birthing room page 6

Campus employment
posted end of August
by Andrea Spencer
Staff Writer

students registered for four hours of
classes are eligible for employment.
Carpenter advised applicants to
remember to bring a current validation card or driver's license to
receive a job referral. Job referrals
are needed to verify that a student
can work on campus. They also are
used for the completion of the payroll
process.
A job referral, however, does not
guarantee a student a job. It only
gives the student the opportunity for
an interview.
"Six students for each job posted
will be referred for an interview,"Carpenter said. The students are
interviewed and then the employer
decides whom he wants to hire.

The posting of on-campus jobs for
students seeking employment this fall
was recently announced by the Office
of Student Employment.
Students can apply for jobs on the
second floor of the Student Services
Building beginning 10 a.m. on Tues.,
Aug. 24 and Thurs., 26. Jobs posted at
this time are for positions that need to
be filled before the school year begins.
Most on-campus jobs will be listed
Aug. 30, Sept. 1 and Sept. 3 at 8 a.m. on
the second floor of the Student Services Building.
There will be a slight decrease in
the availability of office jobs but,"food service jobs will remain the
ALL STUDENTS are eligible for
same," Diana Carpenter, assistant employment, but there have been jobs
director of Student Employment, set aside for workstudy students only.
said.
The workstudy program is funded
by the government for students who
THE REQUIREMENTS for job ap- have completed financial aid forms
plications are the same as last year; and who meet eligibility requireundergraduate students registered ments.
see Employment page 6
for six hours of classes and graduate

Rebuilding of Frazee
to be completed soon
by Al Szabo
News Editor
Plans for the relocation of the main
runway at the Wood County Airport
are still under review. But, reconstruction of the two apartment buildings on the corner of Frazee and
Thurstin Avenues, that were extensively damaged when a single-engine
plane crashed onto the roof of the
complex May 1 is nearly completed.
The layout plans for the proposed
runway are being reviewed by a planning grant committee that determines airports existing and future
needs, Bob Allen, FAA airport engineer at the Detroit Airport District
Office, said Monday.
The plans for the relocation and
lengthening of the main runway are
the chief feature of a several point
plan to upgrade the airport. City
Administrator Wesley Hoffman, said.

FRflZEE ME
MAi e it
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An east-west main runway would
be constructed to replace the existing
northeast-southwest runway, which

would be shut down, Hoffman added.
The planning grant committee is
almost finished but other steps would
still be required before any work can
begin even if they approve the plans,
Allen said.
THE PLANS MUST still be approved by the District Office and if
approved, the Airport would then
send a pre-application for building the
runway to obtain federal funds, Allen
said.
Allen said the cost of building the
runway would be about $1 million-to$1.5 million. Matching community
funds are required but in the past the
federal government has paid from 75to-90 percent of the costs, Allen said.
The most important aspect of the
plans is the availability of money,
Allen said.
"The biggest thing is the money
part of it," Allen said, "it would take
more (money) than we have now."
Allen said there is no federal
money available now and he does not

know when it will become available.
REBUILDING OF THE two apartment structures damaged by the
crash will be completed before the
beginning of Fall semester, Robert
Maurer, of Maurer-Green Rentals,
owners of the buildings, said. The cost
to rebuild the complex is $250,000,
Maurer added.
The upper floor of the eight-unit
building at 624 Frazee Avenue needed
to be totally redone while the upper
floor of the four-unit building at 818
Thurstin Avenue needed extensive
repair, Maurer said.
A complete upper floor was rebuilt
on the eight-unit structure. The first
floor of the unit needed new wiring
and plumbing, Maurer added. But,
the footer, foundation, floors and
some wall were fine, he said.
While many of the units in the
complex have been rented, some have
not filled for the fall. Maurer said this
due to a lighter demand for rental
units in general because of economic
conditions.
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Park offers historical retreat
by Al Szabo
News Editor

main attraction in the park. Most of
the mill was built in 1846 and it has
been restored to demonstrate the various applications of water power.
Nearly all the equipment in the mill
relies on water power.
Water diverted by the Providence
Dam, one-half mile upstream, powers
the mill's two turbines, which creates
a combined force of 230 horsepower.
Although the more efficient steel turbines replaced the mill's traditional
water-wheel, they date back to 1912
and 1949. The water travels via the
one^juarter mile segment of the Miami and Erie canal.

district. There is also a forge in the logg about eight miles until it ends at
mill where metal parts are fabricated West River Road, Route 65. Go left
and repairs made.
one-half mile to Grand Rapids then
It may not be possible to travel
Other attractions located in the cross the bridge over the Maumee
back in time but nearby Providence
park are the Towpath Hiking Trail River at Route 578. Providence Park
Park offers an historic glimpse at life
and the Shawnee Princess steamboat. is on the left immediately across the
in the 1800s.
river.
Providence Park, located off Route
THE TOWPATH HIKING TRAD, is
578 in Grand Rapids, is a 325-acre
eight miles long and leads to
park containing several links to the
Farnsworth Metropark, north of
past. Among these are a church, mill
Providence Park, near Waterville.
and former Peter Manor residence,
The Shawnee Princess, a sternwall three listed in the National Regisheel riverboat, takes passengers for Sun., Aug. 15- "Mancini Magic." Toter of Historic Places.
rides on the river. Tickets for the ledo Concert Band, 8 p.m., Toledo Zoo
Providence Park, on the west bank
riverboat rides are S2 for adults and Amphitheater. Free.
of the Maumee, is one of nine Toledo
$1.25 for children. The boat is boarded Frl., Aug. 20- Jessy Dizon and Band,
Metroparks. It is named after the
near the dam and runs hourly on
p.m., Ruihley Park, Archibold,
canal town which once thrived there.
THE MILL'S ALTERNATE energy Saturday, Sunday and holidays from 7:30
Ohio. Free.
The town's name concealed its tough is supplied by an Erie City steam l-6p.m.
reputation for brawling, drinking and engine. Steampower was used in the
The park also has an open shelgambling.
mill at the turn of the century. Hie terhouse with a second floor viewing
The town boomed until a devastat- mill also can generate its own power and picnic area overlooking the dam. Wedy Aug. 11- "House of Dark Shading fire in 1846 and a cholera epidemic with a vintage 1910,225 kilowatt alter- Picnic facilities are located through- ows/Night of Dark Shadows," 8 p.m.,
in 1854. The only structures to mark nator. This power is used to light the out the western section of the park, Main Auditorium, University Hall.
the existence of the town are the mill.
some in open areas and others se- Free.
church, the one remaining house and
The turbines power various milling cluded in wooded areas.
Mon., Aug. It- "Brubaker," 8 pjn.,
equipment. This includes a fanning
the mill.
Main Auditorium, University Hall.
mill, two 48-inch buhrstones that
PROVIDENCE PARK IS OPEN Free.
THE HOUSE BELONGED to Peter grind grain into flour or meal, and a daily from 8 a.m. until dark. The mill
Manor, an early settler in the area. working sawmill. Several early roller is open on Sunday from 1-5 p.m., May
He built a sawmill in Providence in mills and flour purifiers are also on through October. Admission to both is Sat., Aug. 14- Ohio State Fair with
1822, but it, along with a gristmill, display.
free.
UAO. $5 admission includes all exhibwere razed to make way for the
The 36-foot sawmill and 19-inch
An easy way to get to the park from
midway rides, evening entertainplaner convert logs up to 24 inches in Bowling Green: Take Route 64 North its,
Miami and Erie Canal.
and transportation. Register at
The Isaac Ludwig Historic Mill, diameter into rough lumber. The lum- to Kellogg Road (about one mile north ment
named after its second owner, is the ber is used in the mill and the park of the fairgrounds). Go west on Kel- UAO office by August 12.

Events
Concerts
Films

Fairs

pholo/AI Szabo
A blade from tha 36-loot sawmill is powered by canal water falling through two
turbinaa. Lumbar from tha mill is uaad throughout tha Park District.
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Change in format
rolls rock listeners
Every now and then, the little aggravations of life deserve
editorial comment alongside matters of real importance.
The format change of radio station WXEZ-FM is one such
annoyance.
Until several days ago, Z-105 offered its listeners a variety
of music, from rock to the Top 40. The station's format
provided an alternative to the heavy-metal-hard-rock-commercial-oriented WIOT-FM 104 and the syrupey-sweet taperecorded music of WMHE-FM 92.5. As of this week, Z-105 has
changed its format to rival that of 92.5's "John Denver-Oliva
Newton John" sound.
According to a recent market survey, WXEZ has captured
only about five percent of the listening market, while its
rival, WIOT, boasted an audience share of over 13 percent.
With such a small following, Z-105 may have been unable to
attract the large number of advertisers needed to continue in
its present format.
Unable to compete with its arch-enemy, WXEZ has turned
its attention toward 92.5 and fired their first shot in an
attempt to penetrate that station's stronghold on the pop
music market.
It is sad to see WXEZ turn their backs on the rock and roll
war without staging another battle against WIOT. Music
afficianados of WMHE will hardly be persuaded to denounce
their loyalty and "cross the line" to the new Z-105, mainly
because the signal WMHE puts out far surpasses that of
WXEZ and WIOT. In addition, the WXEZ regulars who
enjoyed the station as it was will probably switch to 92.5 or to
FM-104, mainly out of annoyance at Z-105 for changing its
format.
Cleveland's WWWM-FM 105 recently went the way of
WXEZ, and now the Northcoast has only one true rock
station, WMMS-FM 101. Three other rival stations all imitate
each other and leave WMMS to control the R&R airwaves, as
will now be the case with WIOT.
Aside from keeping the industry somewhat honest, competition offers the consumer a choice. Since WXEZ has withdrawn from the rock battle, radio listens have no choice but
to tune in to the canned droning of WMHE's DJ's or the loud
rocking of WIOT.
Toledo area residents, through no fault of their own, have
for a long time been deprived of truly competitive radio, and
therefore may not protest the format switch. But listeners
from Dayton, Cincinnati and Cleveland, who have heard the
demise of really good rock and roll airplay and are tired of
living in a two-horse town, might be advised to voice their
opinion to station management at WXEZ.
Surveys don't always tell the story. A little listener feedback may be just what WXEZ needs to see that Toledo
doesn't have to be stuck between acid and a soft place.
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U.S. failure is Japan's future
When he visited Baltimore recently,
President Reagan looked through a
telescope on the top floor of that city's
trade center and said, "The Russians
are coming." One hopes he was joking; but we hoped that when he said
evolution doesn't happen.

COMMENT
by Garry Wills
Other people are looking out from
our western coast and telling us,
excitedly, that "the Japanese are
coming." Time magazine says that
Japan is microchipping America
down to size. The Wall Street Journal
suggests that clouds are forming over
the Japanese economy. But Newsweek went to Tokyo, looked at the
future and found that it works. Mother
Jones says it works too hard, driving
its labor force to death. The New York
Times tells us the anodyne for this
hard work is slavery to the TV tube.
Mother Jones takes a second look and
finds the Japanese are giving us nervous tremors with their psychedelic
graphics. Ken Kesey is alive and well
and appearing in the dayglo Shimbun.

ethos between our society and theirs
is supplied almost unwittingly by the
Mother Jones article attacking Japanese labor practices. A picture shows
car workers eating under a car body
ominously suspended over their
heads. When I toured the Honda plant
outside Tokyo, I saw the flying car
bodies, but no one was eating under
them. Because of land restrictions,
Japanese plants cannot sprawl over
large plains like America's. It is hard
enough to get permission to build any
Cnts at all. Despite the earthquake
eat, Tokyo's skyscrapers go up and
up because there is no place else for
them to go.
FOR HONDA, that means building
cars and trucks in space that was
originally allotted to the building of
motorcycles, so the same overhead
feedbelts drop here a car part and
there a bike part, syncopated to the
rhythms of different assembly lines
(which also dip down and pop up to
squeeze more motions around the

product as it agglutinates toward the
final drive-off).
This would do in claustrophobic
Western types. But so would Japanese
living quarters - or so I am told. One
thing a Westerner cannot see much of
is the ordinary home from the inside.
That made me wonder about the
Mother Jones article, whose writer
talked to workers in their homes.
They can hardly be typical workers.
THE NEW YORK TIMES tells us
one thing that is going on in those
homes -the TV set. No other country
is as hooked on the thing. Thirty-one
percent of the Japanese, in a recent
poll, said they would give up their
newspapers, telephones, automobiles
and refrigerators before they would
give up their TV sets. Only 3 percent
of Americans said that. Maybe the TV
screen is a hole opening on the outside
world to relieve the claustrophobia.
The Japanese woman is kept inside
the house by tradition. But what is she
doing there? Watching that greatest

enemy of tradition, capitalism selling
its products over the tube.
BACK IN THE 1960s, when rightwing types thought Rap Brown had
set the ghettos on fire, I pointed to all
the TV antennas. Capitalists had
made the poor restless by getting
them to buy a toy that showed them
all the other toys they could not buy.
Some people are worried about Japan's growth, but I would worry most
if I were Japanese. Luxuries quickly
get in the way of a lifeboat. Even the
physical size of young Japanese boys
and girls has been dramatically altered by modern nutrition and vitamins, the old home is bursting at its
seams. The TV glow distracts from
the rumble underneath. Even on a
lifeboat, nothing fails like success the thing we keep finding out, for
different reasons, on our luxury liner.
Garry Wills is a professor ol history
at Northwestern University. His column is presented by the Universal
Press Syndicate.

THERE IS A HYSTERICAL note to
much of this coverage. Japan promises or threatens too much. Japan is
teaching us, surpassing us, cheating
us, stealing from us, doing us in. But
the first thing to remember about
Japan is that it labors under certain
permanent difficulties, which exact a
compensatory (and draining) effort.
It lives on little plots of land that,
mainly, tilt. And earthquakes jumble
the tilts with distressing regularity.
Typhoons don't help, either. Crowded
into such nooks, deprived of natural
fuels, straitened for arable land, the
Japanese submit to a joint discipline
they do not as happily accept as some
of the books on their corporate quality
assert.
BUT ACCEPT IT they do, whether
happily or not. Discipline on a life raft
is always sterner than that on a luxury liner. This does not make many
people choose life rafts for their tours
abroad, but it should not distract us
from the advantages of well-run life
rafts.
A good example of the difference in

Accounting on the tax break
Heidi Schultz wasn't feeling well so
she went to see her family accountant.
"What seems to be the trouble,
Heidi?" her CPA asked her.

few years ago, but I've seen a lot of it
lately. What happens is that the more
money you make, the higher bracket
you're put into, and the more taxes
they take out of your check. That's
why you feel so lousy."
Heidi said, "I don't understand. I
thought the more money you made
the better off you felt."

creases. Bracket creep is insidious
because the harder you work the
more your taxes hurt you."
Heidi said, "How can you be so sure
I have it?"
"Let's talk about symptoms. When
you get your paycheck do you cry a

"THAT WAS BEFORE the bracket
"I worked all week, and then to creep became so prevalent. Let me
earn more money I worked overtime, show you," the CPA said, holding up a
and I have less to show for it than I did chart. "You made this amount of
before."
money last week', which would have
The CPA took an X-ray of Heidi's required you to pay this amount of
paycheck and as soon as it was devel- taxes. The figure looks puny but at
oped, he held the picture up to the least it was healthy. Now you worked
overtime for four days, so that pushed
light.
"Hmmmn," he said as Heidi Sou up to another bracket. They withwatched him nervously. "Just as I
eld a higher percentage of taxes and
thought."
Social Security, so while your gross
"What is it?" Heidi asked.
income looks good, you net is sick."
The CPA sat down in his leather
"But isn't President Reagan's tax
chair and said gently, "There is no cut supposed to take care of people
way to break this to you easily, Heidi, likemeT
but you're suffering from 'bracket
"It originally was. But no one had
creep.' "
heard about bracket creep when it
"What's bracket creep?" ahe waa approved. A tax cut can't cure
wanted to know.
you because it doesn't attack inflation
"It was a very rare IRS disease a or scheduled Social Security in-

"AND DO YOU GET ANGRY at the
people in the upper wage scales who
pay less taxes than you do?"
"I'm angry right now."
"And do you feel that life is unfair
because the longer you work the less
you have to show for it?"
"Uh-huh."
"Then I'm afraid, dear Heidi, you
have it."
"What can I do about it?"
"I'd like to put you into a tax shelter
for a few weeks, but people like you
don't get any relief from it. Your Xrays show you're not deductible so I
can't prescribe a three martini lunch.
You have no tax losses to fight the
creep, and without dependents I'm
afraid a tax cut won't relieve the
pain."
Tears rolled down Heidi's cheeks.

HUMOR
by Art Buchwald

"All the time."

"Does that mean as far as my
income goes, I'm terminal?" Heidi
asked.
"No, I didn't say that. Bracket
creep doesn't kill. It just causes a lot
of Tpain."
' What can I do?"
THE CPA TOOK OUT his prescription pad. "I'm going to put you on a
strict work diet. First, you have to
change your habits, so no matter how
tempting it sounds, you won't do any
overtime. If anyone offers you a bonus, refuse it. If you're tempted to
earn extra money at another job, call
a friend so she can talk you out of it.
And every time you get your paycheck, take two aspirin."
The CPA escorted Heidi to the door.
"Thank you," Heidi said. "If it
hadn't been for you, I don't think I
would have slept tonight"
The CPA patted her on the shoulder.
"You can pay my secretary on the
way out."
Art Buchwald if a political humorist from Washington, D.C.
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Celeste, Brown offer programs to save higher education
Richard Celeste

Saving Ohio's education system,
developing local energy sources
and Ohio's new workf are program
were among the Issues discussed
by Ohio's Democratic and Republican candidates for governor during
seperate visits to Bowling Green
last week.
Richard Celeste, the Democratic
candidate, is a former lieutenent
governor of the state. Clarence
Bud" Brown is a U.S. representative from the 7th Congressional
District. Both men appeared at the
Wood County fair.
"We must create a new state
source of money for people who
want a post-secondary education,"
Celeste said. He suggested the creation of a fund that uses the state's
borrowing power to obtain money.
"This can be done with tax-free
bonds. We sell the bonds on the
open market, then we can offer the
money raised in the form of lowinterest loans to any student who
wants a college education," he
said.
BROWN VIEWS the stabalization of education as Ohio's first
obligation. He proposes an education fund created by designating

certain tax revenues for that purpose.
"We can earmark portions of
taxes to education. These include
personal income taxes, money
from the lottery, the excise utility
franchise tax and a half-cent of the
state sales tax," he said.
CELESTE SAID the focus on
coal as a primary energy source
for the state is appropriate. The
problem to be sol vea is the removal
of the high sulfer content of the
coal, he said. "We need to see
large-scale investment in this
area."
Brown claimed that Ohio's current energy problems involve the
elides of Columbia Gas. "We're
ing victimized by their contracts
for natural gas," he said.
Columbia is buying deep gas out
of state for an average price of $8
per 1,000 cubic feet, instead of
buying Ohio natural gas priced a $3
per, Brown said. "The reason is
that they signed contracts on a take
or pay basis. These long-range
contracts have hurt Ohio's gas
buyers," he said. Brown said he
would request Columbia Gas to
break their contracts with out-of-

state suppliers.
"DEVELOPING COAL is absolutely necessary to the revitalization of Southeast Ohio," he said. He
suggested the state finance research to develop methods of removing the sulfer from the coal by
implementing a bum tax on utilities.
"The fears of coal-burning producing acid rain are unsubstantiated," he said. "They're finding
out that there's also nitrogen in the
acid, caused by burning petroleum
fuels."
The problems of nuclear power
will eventually have to be addressed, according to Brown. "Nuclear power will always engender
fear and concern, but I don't believe that there is any inherent bad
management involved," he said.
"It's really more of a political
problem," he said. "Nobody wants
a plant nearby."
Celeste believes that we should
not build beyond the nuclear power
plants that Ohio already has.
There are still questions to be
answered about safety and operation of the existing plants," he said.
"Also, there is the problem of

waste disposal."
OHIO'S NEW workfare program
is the first in the nation to implemented state-wide, said Brown.
The program is "absolutely necessary" according to Brown. He
cited personal and social reasons
why the program benefits the recipients.
"Many people are running out of
unemployment compensation, and
are forced to go on welfare. They
would feel better if they could work
for their money. They're not used
to being unemployed and receiving
welfare," he said.
"The benefits to the community
are many," he said. "The public
works infrastructure is badly in
need of repair. Workfare would
provide services to the community
that it couldn't otherwise perform."

Clarence Brown

Celeste believes that the workfare program is too optimistic. "It
would be different it it provided
real jobs," he said. "These people
need job training to secure their
future." Celeste said the program
will reduce rather than increase
the incentive to work.

Re-apportionment could effect Latta's re-election
U.S. Representative Delbert
Latta has had very few challenges
to his congressional seat in Ohio's
5th district in the last 12 elections.
During those 24 years, the Bowling
Green Republican has built up one

CAMPAIGN
ANALYSIS
by David Schiffer

of the strongest incumbencies in
the state of Ohio. He has weathered
two re-apportionments of his district with hardly a Republican out
of place. The agricultural 5th has
been a guaranteed winner for Latta
as long as most party members
care to remember. But, because of
a newly re-aligned district, that
may be changing.
The 1980 U.S. census tallied a
population decline in the state
which left Ohio with two less seats
in the U.S. House of Representatives. The new 5th District is the
result of a hasty compromise in the
State House to avoid Federal Court
intervention. What the re-apportionment does, in effect, is to neutralize a once-Republican
stronghold.
THE OLD 5TH DISTRICT contained all or parts of 11 Northwest
Ohio counties, mostly rural and
heavily Republican. The new 5th
lost some of the most conservative
sectors of the district, giving much

of Fulton County and parts of
northern Wood County to Congressman Ed Weber's 9th District.
Lopped off completely was Van
Wert County, on the southwestern
edge of the district. These changes
alone would not affect the Republican leanings of the 5th. But the
addition of the industrial city of
Fostoria in Seneca County and the
whole of Democratic Erie County
creates a roughly balanced district
which no longer guarantees a Latta
victory.
"THERE IS NO QUESTION that
Sherck (Jim Sherck, Latta's Democratic challenger in 1982), or any
Democrat, will benefit from the
redistricting," according to Wood
County Democratic Party Chairman Allen Baldwin. "How much is
hard to say, but the district is now
made up of about 25 percent Democrats, 30 percent Republicans and
45 percent Independents."
There has been no substantial
change in the district," said
Charles Kurfess, Wood County's
Republican Party chairman. "It's
still a strong Republican district
and Del is strong In it."
That is not the view from newlyacquired Erie County, however.
Many residents of the county were
unhappy about losing Donald
Pease, their Democratic representative.
"We're disappointed about losing
Pease," said Mike Lyons, Erie
County Democratic Party chair-

man, "and about moving into a
new district represented by Delbert Latta."
THE DEMOCRATIC COUNTY
can "change the tide of the upcoming election," Lyons said. Lyons

said Latta appeals to this group
and can get their support in November's election.
CONGRESSMAN LATTA does
not see the re-aligned district as a
problem for his re-election. He said

also pointed out that the new district picked up about eight percentage points in Democratic voters.
"The race is going to be much
closer this time," he said.
Jay Wagner, Republican Party
chairman for Erie County, believes
that the strength of Erie County
lies in its independent voters.
"Erie County is about 50-50 in registration," he said. "But only 40
percent of the voters are registered
to either party. We have a 80 percent independent vote." Wagner

Delbert Latta
that he is known in Erie County
from serving as the area's state
senator 30 years ago. And though
Latta and party officials do not
think that this year the congressman has a campaign on his hands,
some Republican leaders privately
admit that, yes, candidate Delbert
Latta could be in some trouble.
"I wish he would take the camSiign seriously," one member of
e local Republican hierarchy,
who wished not to be identified,
said last week. "The new Demo-

crats, the economy, these things
are going to make a difference this
year."
In 1978. Sherck received 37 percent of the vote in his first campaign against Latta. Projecting the
1978 results to the re-aligned district, Sherck would have received
42 percent of the vote. Pease won
Ene County in the 1980 Republican
"landslide' by a 2-to-l margin.
This is Sherck's third try for the
seat, and his name recognition is at
its highest level ever throughout
the district. These factors, along
with economic ones, have many
Democrats smiling and some Republicans worried.
"DELBERT LATTA HAS been a
backbencher for most of his career
in Congress," Baldwin said, "but
through the process of seniority, he
has taken some leadership roles
which put him out front."
What he is out front on are many
of President Ronald Reagan's economic policies. Baldwin cited this
year's budget (commonly known
as Graham-Latta) and next year's
$100-billion deficit budget that
Latta sponsored in the House as
examples of Latta's vulnerability.
"The economy will definitely be
the main issue,' said Lyons. District-wide unemployment averages
near 14 percent and continued deCressed markets for fanners and
le auto industry have not helped
the area's economic hopes.
The Latta re-election campaign,

'Underdog vs. The Incumbent"

Sherck battles incumbents advantage
by Marcia Sloan
Staff Reporter

If it were a movie, the title would
undoubtedly be "The Underdog vs.
The Incumbent." One can view it in
any race, in any state, for any
political position-the nameless,
faceless challenger opposing the
widely-recognized incumbent who
has become a household word.
This year, the starring roles in
Northwest Ohio's 5th US Congressional district go to Rep. Delbert
Latta of Bowling Green and his
opponent, Jim Sherck, a young
Fremont lawyer who is hoping to
unseat a man in November who has
been in Congress for 24 years.
Although Sherck opposed Latta
in 1978 and 1980, he said this Is the
first time his campaign has been
viewed as a serious one and he is
finding that running against an
incumbent can be very difficult.
"The incumbent in any office
has a lot of advantages that are
hard for a challenger to overcome," he said. "For example,
incumbents have franking privileges allowing them to mall items
for free, have a record of constituency services and have name recognition."
'
WHILE SHERCK cannot compete in the area of constituency
service, his campaign does try to
combat the other advantages of his
opponent

"Since we don't have the finances to do mass mailings of
Sherck literature, we try to get Jim
out in public as much as we possibly can so that people have a
chance to meet him and know what
he stands for," Rebecca Ferguson,
campaign director for Sherck,
said. "We also try to hit a lot of
polkas, fairs, parades and summer
festivals to help with name recognition."
Buttons, bumper stickers, shopping bags and fans emblazoned
with Sherck's name also serve this
purpose, but Ferguson is quick to
point out that this type of candidate advertising" is expensive, and
funds for an underdog s campaign
are usually rather limited.
"WHEN FT COMES to raising
money for a campaign, the incumbent once again has a strong advantage. PACs (political action
committees) that have been helped
by the legislation an incumbent
sponsored will give him their financial support, and he has the edge on
getting finances from individuals,"
Ferguson said.
Sherck added that PACs also
take electability into consideration
when pledging their financial support.
"PACs aren't going to give you
money just because they agree
with your stand on issues, Sherck
said. "Before they'll back you, they
want to know that you are a credi-

ble candidate and that you can get
elected."
Although Sherck admits his candidacies in 1978 and 1980 were not
taken very seriously by his opposition or by the public, he said this
year is different, partially due to
congressional redistricting. This
redistricting brings the new district closer to being equal in the
number of Democratic and Republican voters. In addition to receiving much public support, Sherk
also has been successful in mobilizing financial support from several
PACs. He knows, however, it will
not be enough to offset the financial
advantages of an incumbent.
"I THINK MY campaign has
been perceived as a serious and
credible one because of a number
of factors, and this is going to help
us in raising finances. Still, we're
realistic about this and we know we
can't outspend my opponent, so
we're running a strong grass-roots
campaign. This campaign is people-oriented rather than moneyoriented," Sherck said.
Ferguson added it is also very
"Right now I'm working five or
six days a week from 9 a.m. until
about u p.m., but I'm sure it will go
much later this fall," she said.
"There are so many people to talk
to, places to go and things to do that
you really have to budget your time
well."

In addition to campaigning 40 to
60 hours each week, Sherck works
full-time as an attorney, and as a
result of working up to 100 hours a
week, has very little free time.
Sherck said it is sometimes difficult to spend much time with his
wife and two daughters, and tries
to incorporate family fun into campaigning whenever possible.
"WHEN I DECIDED to run. my
wife and I talked it over ana decided we were going to campaign
and have fun, and that's what
we've done so far," he said. "The
girls really enjoy the parades and
fairs and my wife loves the polka
dances, so we've had a lot of good
family times together as a result of
the campaign.
But what happens if, at the end
of the race, the incumbent remains
the incumbent? Will the 100 workhours a week, county fairs,
"Sherck for Congress" shopping
bags and campaign speeches have
been worthwhile to Jim Sherck, the
underdog?
"Definitely," he said. "I've
learned so much about politics,
budgeting and people as a result of
this, ana I've enjoyed doing it as
well."
"But," he added, "I don't think
I'm going to lose," and he handed
out another shopping bag.
Jim Sherck

run almost single-handedly by
Latta out of his Washington, D.C.,
office, seems to be relying heavily
on his incumbency. Ninety percent
of all congressional incumbents
are re-elected to office, a statistic
Latta knows well. His presence in
Erie County has been limited to
campaign billboards, though Wagner says Latta has scheduled an
appearance at the county fair this
week. (Latta made only a brief
weekend appearance at last week's
Wood County Fair.)
HIS SCHEDULE of speaking engagements throughout the district
continues, however, and he is finding Sherck sharing the podium at
more and more of these events. An
incident three weeks ago at a meeting of area farmers in Montpelier
led to an impromptu debate between the candidates. Latta let his
well-known temper get the better
of him and put in a less-than-sparkling performance. Latta has said
he is not interested in formal debates with Sherck around the district.
Still, the campaign is young, and
Latta may find that he will be
forced to change his strategies
once the first polls start coming in.
For now, he confidently maintains
that he is the better man to represent the new 5th Congressional
District.
David Schiffer is editorial editor
of the News.
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Alcohol council aids
problem drinkers

Briefs
FALL SEMESTER registration for undergraduate and
graduate evening students, those who attend classes only
afterSpjn., willbe held August 24-25from5:30-7:30p.m.
in the Union Ballroom. At that time students can register
for classes, pay fees, receive parking decals and meet
with college advisors. For more information or to schedule advisor appointments contact the Office of Continuing Education, Regional and Summer Programs at 3720181.
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING is still available for Fall semester. Students still interested in on-campus housing should
contact the Housing Office at 372-2011.
THE RED CROSS Bloodmobile will be on campus
Thurs., Aug. 12 from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. in the Northeast
Commons.
THE UNIVERSITY'S four-and-one-half-day summer
work schedule will end Fri., Aug. 13. Beginning Mon.,
Aug. 16, regular work hours resume and most offices will
be open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to noon and
1 to 5 p.m.
UNITY, a non-denominational ministry, will sponsor a
'Gospel Extravaganza" on Sat., Aug. 14 at 8 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free and public.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii
Effective August 14
Through August 25

SUB-ME-QUICK
Will Be Open
11A.M. to 7 P.M.
We Will Resume

Regular Hours Aug. 26
1I1I1HI1I1III1III1
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by Doug Lllllbrldgc
Staff Writer
"Alcohol disrupts
lives." This is the slogan
used by the Wood County
Council on Alcoholism
which views treating and
controlling the chronic
svmptoms of alcoholism as
the primary focus of its
treatment clinic.
The Council, 311 S. Main
St., receives most of its
clients upon referral from
the Perrysburg, Bowling
Green, Wood County and
Maumee court systems.
Individuals who are
brought up on charges for
alcohol-related offenses
are sent to the Council for
what is known as a presentence investigation.
THIS INVESTIGATION
consists of testing to determine the extent of the individual's alcohol-related
problems and an interview
to find out the person's
individual physical and
emotional history. This is
used to attempt to discover
the connection between the
person's life and any alcohol problem. The Council
also seeks permission to
talk to family members in
order to get a total picture
of the individual's life.
After all this data is assembled, the offender is
classified as either a "no
problem," "presumptive
problem," or "problem"
drinker. This information
is sent to the court along
with the Council's recommendation for treatment.
If a person's drinking
problem is considered serious enough, he or she
may be recommended for
in-patient treatment at

COUPON

FREE PlZZG

Buy any lorg* pizza and g«t on©
medium pizza with th« lami number
of items — FREE
Buy any medium pizza and g«t one
small pizza with the same> number
of items — FREE
PICK UP OR DINE IN

-Pisanello's
MZZG 203 N. Main.

Expires AUGUST 28, 1982 "OPEN 4 PM"
PHONE 352-5166
One Coupon Per Pizza — NO DELIVERY On THs Special

GREA T HALF-PrWfT^
HAIRCUT SALE!

Flower Hospital, Toledo
Hospital or St. Vincent's
Hospital. However, if the
court requests treatment
for the person, he is then
sent to the Clinic's out-patient treatment clinic.
According to Gina DiGiovine, prevention coordinator, "The premise
behind the out-patient
treatment clinic is that the
person can undergo treatment while at the same
time dealing with the realities around nim."

Objectors

. . . from Page i
"Your documentation
should establish you as a
pacifist," Perry said.
'"They (Selective Service)
will look af'They (Selective Service) wiO look at
what your beliefs are,
whether or not those beliefs would allow you to
serve in some capacity in
the military, how those beliefs were acquired and at

responsibility for his or her
actions. "The situation is
very much a learning process," DiGiovine said.
The Council also operates an educational program known as "Alcohol
Awareness" for those in
need of education only.

WOOD COUNTY'S outpatient program lasts 18
weeks. Participants meet
twice a week in three-hour
group therapy sessions for
the first six weeks and in
one-hour, after-care sessions twice a week for the
remaining 12 weeks. In addition, a patient must attend Alcoholics
Anonymous meetings
three times a week and see
an individual counselor at
least once every two
weeks. If the client is having additional emotional
problems, there is a staff
psychologist available.
The group therapy program is partly educational
and partly therapeutic.
"Basically, we are trying
to break down the alcoholic's denial system," DiGiovine said. "This is
accomplished by educating the person as to the
seriousness of the disease
and by dealing with him or
her in the group atmosphere.

SOME OF THE council's clients come from
other sources. A family
intervention program provides a chance for counselors to get together with
family members and practice confronting. The Council also receives referrals
from other agencies, such
as Family Services.
Family Week is part of
the adult out-patient program. Here, family members or "significant
others" meet in the group
session. It is designed to
help family members understand what has been
going on during treatment
and gives them the opportunity to share problems
with individuals from different families who are
experiencing similar situations.
"Usually a crisis precipitates someone seeking
help from us and occasionally someone will come
because someone close to
them needs help or they
need help," DiGiovine
said.
There is also a roommate intervention program for college students,
and campus agencies may
refer people to the Council.

"IF AN INDIVIDUAL is
denying the problem very
heavily, the group deals
with him in a very confrontive atmosphere. However, if the person is
sincerely trying but is having difficulties, the group
is very supportive. The
key, we feel, to rehabilitation is admitting that there
is a problem," she added.
The Council believes in
reality therapy, where the
individual takes complete

"SOME PEOPLE will
say that heavy drinking in
college is just a stage students go through, but some
people don't get out of this
stage after school," DiGiovine said. "A person must
realize that it is not necessarily how much or how
often a someone drinks,
but what happens to that
person when ne drinks."
DiGiovine said there is a
need for greater camous
see Alcohol page 6
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Ladies Summer Tops
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YOU CANNOT claim
CO. status on philosophical or political reasons, or
on a "purely personal
moral code," Perry said.
After the government
has accepted a claim of
CO., it then determines
how those beliefs have affected your life-the way
you live, your type of work,
EMIT actions on your beefs-work, your actions on

Ideas vary on draft
indictment question

News item - Last week,
Russell Ford of New Haven, Connecticut, was indicted by a federal grand
jury for failing to register
for the draft. He became
the fifth man to be so
charged. If convicted, he
could face a maximum
penalty of five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine.

•JEANS N' THINGS:

:

your beliefs-and will then
assign you to one of two
categories: non-combatant, which will serve
-..ithin the military, primarily as medics, or as a
total conscientious objector.
Bowling Green has two
resident draft counselors.
Vaughn Maatman ana
Ross Miller. Both have offices in the United Christian Fellowship building on
the corner of Thurstin and
Ridge streets.

what point In your life they
crystalized."

Failure to register for
the draft is a felony crime.
Since June 30, when a San
Diego-area student was indicted, the government has
charged only five of the 160
men whose names appeared on a list of non-registrants. The list was sent
by the Justice Department
to U.S. attorneys around
the country for possible
indictments. Why only five
men have been charged in
the last six weeks is a
question that, like all other
issues involving draft registration, has allowed botn
sides to claim a victory in
the two-year-old debate.
"The trepidation on the
part of U.S. attorneys
around the country (to indict) shows that draft registration has little
support," according to
Gerry Condon, national
staff person for the Committee Against Registration and the Draft
(CARD). "Some of the
government's lawyers
were probably draftable
during the last war, and
are reluctant to pursue indictments because they understand the feelings of
those who haven't registered."
THE JUSTICE Department views the handful of
indictments differently,
however. John Russell, a
department spokesman,
said the reason the number
of indictments is so low is
because many of the men
whose names appeared on
the list have since regis-

tered. Also, he added,
"Many grand juries have
yet to convene to bring up
the charges."
Russell said Justice expects another list of names
to be sent to it sometime
next month. The names
are forwarded to the department by the Selective
Service System, which
cross-checks its lists of
names with those on Social
Security computers. The
first group of non-registrants contained the names
of 65 people who were ineligible for registration. This
month, Selective Service is
sending letters to those
men bom in 1960 or later
and who have not yet registered for the draft by their
eighteenth birthday. The
letters will explain the penalties involved and advise
the non-registrants that
failure to register now will
lead to prosecution.
"THE INDICTMENTS
so far have been very carefully selected," said Shawn
Perry, associate director
of the National Inter-religious Service Board for
Conscientious Objectors
iNISBCO) and a spokesman for Draft Action, a
national organization opposed to registration and
the draft. The government
is going after only those
men it can be guaranteed
to win convictions against,
he said.
The first conviction of a
non-registrant is expected
to occur on August 17. Enten Eller, of Bridgewater,
Virginia, will appear in
U.S. District Court in Roanoke, Virginia, on that day
and enter a plea of innocent. Eller, who waived a
jury trial, has decided to
not present a legal defense,
but will instead read a
statement of his convictions to the court. Eller is a
member of the Church of
the Brethren, one of three

major churches which
practices conscientious objection in matters of war.
But, the conviction is not
guaranteed, according to a
source close to the court.
The presiding judge,
James Turk, is said to be
sympathetic to non-registrants and has a record of
leniency in sentencing, the
source said.
NO CONVICTION, or a
conviction with suspended
sentence, would not help
the government's cause of
forcing compliance,
according to CARD'S Condon. "To bring in one of the
first indictments, and then
not get a conviction, would
not help a U.S. attorney's
career, Condon said, citing another reason why so
few indictments have been
handed down. "And it certainly would not compel
other non-registrants to
sign up."
NISBCO's Perry sees the
Sovernment's use of the
ollar as being more effective in forcing compliance
than any convictions, howev.\ He cited the Solomon
Amendment which passed
easily two weeks ago in the
House of Representatives
as having a more chilling
effect on non-registrants
than the threat of prison.
Representative Gerald Solomon (K-NYi sponsored
an amendment to a defense appropriation bill
which would cut off student
loans to non-registrants.
An identical amendment
passed the Senate in May.
About 700,000 men who
are required to have not
yet registered for the
draft. This figure is up
nearly 200,000 from only a
few months ago. The General Accounting Office has
found that compliance has
fallen to 78 percent since
March, much less than Selective Service's 93 percent
average claim.
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Wed. Through Saturday ONLY
At Command Performance in Bowling Groan!

Now only $71
Our famous shampoo,
precision haircut
& WOw-dry styling
(Reg. $14)
Now only $4!
Shampoo and
blow-dry styling
(Hot rollers & wet sets: $2 extra)
(Reg. $8)
Now only $20!
Full permanent #
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Partial permanent #
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# Haircut extra
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below-shoulder-length hair

Command Performance

The Hairstyling Place
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Bowling Green, Ohio
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Skirts - Pants

Bathing Suits

spring - summer styles
values to $40.00

one and 2 piece
values to $36.00

$5.99 to $9.99

$2.99 to $6.99

Knit Tops Sweaters
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spring - summer styles
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SPORTS

23,000 see NFL scrimmage
by Ed Campbell
Staff Reporter

The Cleveland Browns scrimmaged the Detroit Lions last Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Field in what
may have been Bowling Green's
sporting event of the summer.

Judging from the enthusiastic response of the estimated 23,000 fans to
the two NFL teams, it seemed to be
the biggest social event as well.
The Lions beat the Browns 24-10 in
the controlled contest, but the real
importance of the meeting was the
evaluation of younger players and

rookies by the coaching staffs under
simulated game experience.
After facing each other in seven-onseven passing drills, the teams rotated five posessions of twelve plays
each. The flashiest play of the day
was a reverse by the Lions, in whicn
wide receiver Tracy Porter darted 53

quick yards for a touchdown.
For Browns fans, outside of a 46yard Matt Bahr field goal, the most
reassuring play probably was an interception by highly-paid newcomer
Tom Cousineau. Attempting to return
the theft, Cousineau was rudely welcomed to the NFL by a bone-jarring
tackle from Detroit offensive tackle
Keith Dorney.
RECEIVERS DAVE LOGAN and
Ricky Feacher of the Browns each
Crovided sure-handed catches while
ack Charles White ran a little and
caught a little, combining for 24 yards
and a touchdown.
Cleveland quarterback Brian Sipe
said afterward, "I don't put a lot of
weight on the scrimmage. In some
ways I'm glad we came out on the
short end. That way, we can see what
needs to be improved upon."
After the scrimmage, Detroit Head
Coach Monte Clark was, in general,
pleased. "Rickey Porter looked especially good, and so did Eric Hipple."Clarksaid.
Clark had little to say about the
holdout of All-Pro back Billy Sims,
apparently willing to let the negotiations be conducted by Lions officials
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BROWNS HEAD COACH Sam Rutigliano stressed the importance of
not placing a lot of weight on individual performances this early. "This
afternoon was just another step for a
lot of our young people to be evaluated. It was nice getting the opportunity to get in a lot of work," he said. "I
don't get too disappointed this early.
That's for you guys in the media-and
you do a good job."
When asked about the loss of veterans Greg Pruitt and Lyle Alzado in
off-season trades, Rutigliano said,
"I'll miss them both personally, but
as far as talent goes, that's now a
problem for the Oakland Raiders."
Both coaches agreed the scrimmage in Bowling Green was an enjoyable experience and said they
wouldn't mind coming back again.
That feeling is probably shared by the
majority of the sun-drenched, rowdy
crowd that filled the stadium Saturday-a rare and pleasant sight.

J* ''■ *fy

Rick Porter (46) of the Detroit Lions break* through four would-be Cleveland ticklers during Saturday'* scrimmage at Doyt Perry Field. Porter had 10 yard* in four
carries a* the Lion* "won" the scrimmage 24-10.

The weather was hot and humid and it took its toll on the players and fans. Cleveland
cornerback Judton Flint take* a breather on the bench a* ice is applied to his neck.

BQS4J officials estimated Saturday's crowd at around 23.000 people, the third largest crowd to gather at Doyt L. Perry Field.

Cleveland defensive end Ketth Baldwin found a large crowd outside the locker room
aa fans wafted for autographa from their favorite players after the first NFL game In
BG since the New Orleans Saint* stopped holding cummer practices here In 1968.

and Sims' attorney. He did say the
Green Bay Packers could be a threat
in the NFC Central with a passing
attack that "...scares you to death.
But I'm more worried about the Detroit Lions."

BG News photos/Tim Appel
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\g of your sweet-tooth:

Avengt

Ice cream offers chilly fun
it was getting Cheerios and
Maxwell House, and that
the silver junk you rub off
of the game cards is really
lead, or something equally
poisonous. I wondered if ft
would get in my ice cream.
Well, I rubbed the silver
junk off my game card and
didn't win, but I wasn't
poisoned, either.
Nutritionally. DQ
softserve is probably one
of your best bets if you're a
junk food connoisseur like
myself, because along with
calcium and vitamin A
(from the milk), there are
only 130 calories per 4ounce serving. Even
Weight Watchers lets you
eat softserve. The peanut
butter they probably
wouldn't be so pleased
about, but you have to get
protein somewhere.

by Karen Sanditrom
Copy Editor

Freud would be proud of
me.
Last weekend I resolved
my Elektra Complex. I secretly defied my mother by
eating nothing but ice
cream for an entire day.
The result was a comprehensive look at some area
ice cream Joints, and the
support of a more recent
isychological theory
found in prominent women's magazines) that says
food is the nice girl's
sex." If that's the case, I
experienced my first orgy.
My junk-food journey
began at the Dairy Queen
at 1616 East Wooster St. At
times it's known for long
lines of little leaguers waiting for Peanut Buster Parfaits and Mr. Mistees, so I
opted to beat the rush. Few
SERIOUSLY, though.
people choose to eat break- Dairy Queen does have a
fast at the DQ.
rather extensive soda and
sundae menu, curbing ap"BREAKFAST" consis- petites ranging from hunted of a peanut butter sun- gry-as-a-bear to just-needdae. What, you may ask as a-little-something-sweet.
I did, is a peanut butter So if standing amidst a
sundae? "A sundae with dozen little leaguers and
peanut butter on it," came choosing from a limited
the witty reply from one of menu of chocolate and vathe DQ's cheerful host- nilla ice cream doesn't
esses. In my book, any- bother you, the DQ might
thing with peanut butter on be the place to go.
it is okay, so I ordered a
Lunch turned out to be a
small one, and for sixty little more exotic. Baskincents received not only the Robbins ice cream has to
delicious DQ softserve, be one of my all time favorbathed in gooey peanut ite pleasures in life. They
butter sauce, but a yellow know it, too. How else
plastic spoon, red and could they get away with
white napkin with the DQ charging $1.08 for two
emblem on it and not one scoops of ice cream? They
but TWO Dairy Queen have me wrapped, and
game cards.
we're talking major addicSitting do devour my tion here.
breakfast, I worried about
For the extensive reonly two things: how to search I did for this article
convince my stomach that I abandoned my favorite

flavors of peanut butter tatoes man waiting inside
and chocolate and mint and order your Just Deschocolate chip, and paved sert. You buy your ice
the way to broadening my cream, then sit outside and
culinary horizons with smell the gas fumes from
Pralines and Cream and Main Street, and it's all
german chocolate cake. very summery.
ANYWAY, MY FriendPralines and Cream is kind
of gooey and reminded me ly's smorgasbord included
of mom's pancakes afloat four sample-size scoops of
in two inches of maple Friendly s best. Because
syrup. German chocolate Friendly's also has quite a
cake tastes like the real large selection of flavors
thing minus the crumbs, (21, to be exact,) I let manand includes little hunks of at-the-window Tom assist
what tastes like Tootsie me in ray choice.
Pistachio Walnut, ChocRoll. Reverting to childhood, I blended the two olateAlmond Chip, Butter
flavors together and made Pecan and Toasted AlGerman Praline soup, mond Fudge graced the
which can be spooned or
flastic cup in my hand and
slurped. Delicious.
hardly knew where to
start. Funny thing about
THE NICE QUALITY at summer weather, though,
B&R is the diverse choice is that it tends to melt deep
you have. They also have freeze delicacies into a
come out with a new ver- muddied conglomeration,
sion of the old Eskimoe Pie so I couldn't give you any
called the 14 Karat Bar, kind of individual review,
and if nothing else, it's fun
were all just really
just to look in the cooler to Band for adventurous
see what ice cream cake
, chocolate sprinkles
concoctions they can come can be added tree of
up with.
charge to make the cone or
Yes, even Pac Man has dish a little more appealmade it to the ice cream ing.
front. With the prices BasThe final result of my
kin-Robbins charge, it's day of sweet bliss was surnot surprising that they prising. Although I did not
can afford to hire some gain any weight, my stomexecutive ice cream sculp- ach felt sort of like I had
turing designer to come up spent the previous day
with new party cakes and with my mouth under the
the like, but they've still tap on a keg of Old Milwaugot a steady customer in kee. My craving for frozen
me.
delights was not killed forDinner was a smorgas- ever, though, and if forced
bord at Friendlv's. Before to, I probably could eat ice
I reveal the chilly ecstasy I cream at every meal.
experienced there, let me
The moral of the story
just admit my favorite is: if you want to cure
thing about the place. It is subconcious parental rethe teeny little window out- sentment, do something
side that let's you, the ice slightly socially unaccepcream consumer, step table. Enjoy summer;
ahead of the meat and po- have an ice cream orgy.

Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestyles available
INC

'We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

For Standard Resume's, 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St., Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Seroing the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in QuickDrintino

Alcohol
• • . from Page 4
recognition of AA as a
means of treatment for
alcohol-related problems.
"AA is a continual
growth process which is
intended to treat a disease
that the alcoholic never
truly is cured of," DiGiovine said. "The treatment
programs get people sober
and AA is designed to keep
them sober."
DIGIOVINE ADDED,
"When an individual enters the treatment program in Wood County, he
or she signs a contract
stating they will not drink
for the duration of the
treatment program. If,
through the constant confrontations with the experienced counselors, it is

Students receiving federal aid from the
workstudy program,
BEOG and SEOG are restricted to an earning maximum.
The earning maximum
is the difference between
the student's educational
costs and the amount of
financial aid the student
received.
For example, if a stu-

. . . from Page 1

by Mike Towle
Staff Writer

trade schools with a NDSL
default rate of 25 percent
or more have been barred
from receiving funds by
Education Secretary T.H.
Bell.
"There are a number of
schools that won't be participating in the program
this year here in Ohio. This
will leave a certain amount
of money left over to be
distributed to schools with
good default rates around
the state," Smith said.

The University financial
aid office could be receiving as much as $500 extra
this fall thanks to their
above average collection
record involving National
Direct Student Loans.
Berryl D. Smith, financial aid director at the University, said the money
will come from funds made
available at the state level
because of the Department
The extra money obof Education's recent actions concerning the NDSL tained will go into the
NDSL account to be used
program.
Over 500 colleges and for student loans.

dent's educational costs
are $3,500 for the year , he
or she may receive $2,000
in financial aid. The student may then earn $1,500,
or $750 per semester,
through the workstudy program.
After the maximum has
been earned, the student is
not permitted to earned,
the student is not permitted to work on campus
for the remainder of the
year. For this reason, Car-

penter stressed the importance of a student keeping
track of his or her earnings
so they do not run out of
money before the year is
over.
If a student is returning
to a job, the employer
should send a memo to the
Student Employment Office requesting a returning
referral. Student Employment will complete the referral and mail it to the
department.

SUFFICIENCY APARTMENT RENTALS]

The most
professional
eyeglass fitting
and service
you can buy,
anywhere...
at any price.
*"■ FRAMES AND LENSES FROM THE FINEST AVAILABLE
SOURCES — Comparable to those of the moat eipensivr ahopa in the
Toledo area.
" UNLIMITED SELECTION OF FRAME STYLES AT THE SAME
PRICE — over 1000 to chow from

AT BURLINGTON

29

SINGLE VISION LENS & FRAME*

$

49

88

BIFOCAL LENS & FRAME*

Tinted, plaitte avertur out of stock tenie* priced higher.

39

88 FOR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES. Care kit and
profeaaional fee not
included.

"The legislature cannot
prevent alcoholism
through legislation. But,
through legislation, we can
identify the people that do
have a problem,"she said.
The Wood County Council on Alcoholism is a staff
of eight plus a consulting
psychologist and consulting physician. It is private,
non-profit organization
funded through the Wood
County Community Mental
Health Board, the Ohio Department of Health and
client fees.

* 1—2 Semester Leases beginning 8-23-82
•ALL UTILITIES PAID-(24) Hour Message Service
* All Appliances, Carpeting, A/C, etc.
* Furnished with color TV and cable
* Movie Channel Available
* Heated Pool and Secluded Courtyard
*Quiet Atmosphere-Ample Parking
* Restaurant & Groceries Adjacent
WEEKLY and MONTHLY RENTALS AVAILABLE
NEAR END OF FOOTBALL STADIUM & 1-75
RATE (1) Person-$240.00 per/month
(2) Persons-$145.00 per/month
Phone 352-9302 (between 11 -4)
352-7365 (anytime)

vity takes weight
off the spine. I've long said
we should give birth this
way. The birthing room is
equipped with a bed that
can be converted into a
chair. Sitting up is a big
advantage because the
woman is in control," Remington said, and added
that everyone was very
supportive.
My husband and I were
like a team. The room had
such a natural environment. There were no big
surgical lights or anything
to terrify you. It was an
enjoyable experience.
When I saw that I had a
girl I was in ecstasy."

Marcia Little, a reading
instructor at the University's Firelands branch, said
she was really sold on the
birthing room.
"When I had my first
baby, I lost complete control on the cart on the way
to the delivery room. I

really liked the fact that I
didn't have to be moved
this time. It was a great
experience for my husband
and I because we stayed in
control. The room was so
homey with the plants and
a picture I brought in of my
son to use as a focal point
during labor," Little said.

MARSHA'S HUSBAND,
DAVID, said when comparing both deliveries, the
one in the birthing room
was much more relaxed.
"You feel like you're on
top of things. The biggest
thing that impressed me
was that after the baby girl
was delivered, she was
placed right on my wife's
stomach. We got the heart
Soing. It was like rubbing
le life into her. It was the
closest thing to being home
and yet having medical
help. It really was the best
way. I'd recommend it for
any fellow who is going to
observe and help his wife,"
David Little said.

TAF_

. . . from Page 1
program has stopped the
distribution of NDSL funds
to schools with a default
rate of 25 percent or more
for a one year period.
"LOOK AT THE PROBLEMS schools are having
now trying to collect NDSL
funds. Why should 25 percent be the cut-off rate for
defaulted loans? It seems
to me that 10 percent is too
much," Aber said.
TAF would be "more
equitable," he added.
Wood County's Delbert
Latta (R-Ohio) disagrees.
"The cost of instituting a
program like that would be
phenomenal," he said.

The cost of installing the
TAF plan would be between $22 and $28 billion,
McCracken said.
McCracken is optimistic
about the proposal's
chances this time around.
"It could take a long time
but we are really with the
Sroposal," he said." With
re current budgetary crisis the country is facing,
(Congressman Latta's assertion) is correct. But we
are hopeful that prosperous times are not that far
away. And in the long run
we think we will see it
installed," McCracken
said.

Illlllllllllllllll

Preferred Properties
835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

NOW RENTING
PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE
'Apt. Complexes * Houses * Efficiencies
furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri

■iiiii.iiiiiiiiitiiimmn.mam

Now Leasing for
Fall 1982

NOT 2595? NOT 3&9^ NOT *99>Z

$0088

and his taking responsibility for his own actions."
DiGiovine said although
the new drinking law,
which raises the minimum
drinking age from 18 to 19,
probably will not prevent
alcoholism, it may help
indirectly.

Financial Aid
may receive an Birthing Room
additional $500

Employment
. . . from Page 1

found that a person is not
IN ADDITION TO the
fulfilling their part of the adult program, there is a
agreement, they are con- 20-week adolescent out-pafronted with it. If they per- tient program. The Council
sist and show no desire for receives referrals to this
treatment, they are Sirogram from schools, the
dropped from the program uvenile courts and parand in court cases, re- ents. The program concenferred back to the courts." trates on peer pressure
and decision-making.
If clients are sent back
to the courts, this could
"Kids build up a very
mean that a suspended good wall of defenses. It is
sentence may be imposed. more difficult to break
down that wall because
The purpose of the 12- kids don't always see the
week after-care program relationship between alcois to maintain sobriety and hol and their problems,"
help the person cope with DiGiovine said.
Eroblems. The program
ikes a great deal of time
"The fundamental phibecause keeping the indi- losophy to our treatment is
vidual away from alcohol that we look upon alcoholfor as much time as possi- ism as a primary,. . .proble is helpful.
gressive,. . .chronic. .
.disease. The recovery is
based upon the individual's
self-assessment, growth

ni.s».X*wiNH>Bl
DR. KENNETH C. BAkER. D.I).
•Sl»«ar4 dear «!•»»• -iOO In
-200 Cyl.

ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom fum. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

IIJ MiKaKXQMT CAIfc ttlUML

Owner pays heat and water

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120
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Cedar Point fireman spends sticky
summer day polishing up the brass
the station after each trip,
Abele said he always takes
time to wave to the train
girls and the people waiting on the platform.
The park guests are
usually fascinated by the
trains," he said. 'They
always come over and talk
to us and ask us questions
about the engines.
To help answer their
?uestions Abele said each
[reman and engineer has
a booklet with information
about the trains.
AFTER HIS eight-hour
shift, Abele is barely recognizable. "I'm usually totally black from here to
here," he said, pointing to
his chest and knees.

by Karen Kelly
Staff Reporter

pholo/>

"I LOVE WORKING on
the trains because they
provide me with a different
Hunched over the cylin- challenge each day,"
drical boiler of "Jenny K,"
Abele said. "You don't just
Bill Abele tenderly pol- drive them like cars; you
ishes her brass trimmings actually run the engine."
with a soft cloth until the
His daily morning rouoriginal gleam returns. He
tine, polishing brass, oiling
enters the rear of the enengines and cleaning cabs,
gine and empties her of the
usually takes about two
Erevious day's coal dust, hours. For the remainder
ressed in blue pinof day Abele is responsible
stripped overalls, powder
for getting water and
blue shirt, matching hat
breaking up and shoveling
and red kerchief, Abele
coal into the boiler while
begins each summer
the trains are in operation.
morning at 8 a.m., readyThe trains require coning two of Cedar Point's six
stant attention, Abele said.
steam engine trains for the
"We have to keep shovelpark's daily onslaught of
ing coal on to the fire so the
visitors.
steam pressure always reAbele, a senior Radiomains at the correct operTV-Film major, is one of
ating level, which is
Cedar Point Amusement
between 90-100 pounds per
Park's 3500 seasonal emsquare inch."
ployees, most of whom are
AFTER EVERY coucollege students.
plerounds, the fireman
The University is the
also must fill the tender (a
second-largest contributor
small car behind the enof student recruits to the
gine which carries coal
park with 152 new recruits
and water). On an averin 1982. Ohio State was the
age, each engine uses anynumber one contributor
where between a half to
with 210.
three quarters of a ton of
As a train fireman,
coal each day.
Abele spends eight hours a
"My favorite engine is
day with one of his first
'Jack Foster' because it's
loves. The park guests apthe
easiest one to run and it
parently share Abele s
doesn't use much coal,"
love for trains, since the
Abele said. "I think
railroad is ranked among
'George R' has the greatthe park's most popular
est sounding whistle,
rides according to last
though," he added.
year's individual ride toWhen the train pulls into
tals.

Old steam engines find
new home at Cedar Point
by Ina Wilson
Staff Reporter

Hosteling cheap way to travel
than 5,000 in 50 foreign
countries.
Andy Fichthorn, a UniBowling Green's se- versity senior, has done
cluded wintergarden most of his hosteling in
Lodge was home away foreign countries. During a
from home for two Ger- two month bike trip in Ausman women this past trialia, Fichthorn became
weekend. A week ago, the familiar with international
women left Germany and hostels. "I camped out
arrived in New York. Five about half of my trip in
days later, they were in Australia, but I liked stayBowling Green. In the next ing in the hostels the other
seven weeks the travelers half. It's a cheap way to
plan to hike to the West get a roof over your head,"
Coast and then back to Fichthorn said.
Fichthorn, who has been
New York.
The Wintergarden traveling on his bike for six
Youth Hostel and Commu- years, added, "There are
nity Lodge, located on Win- so many more hostels in
tergarden Road, is only other countries than the
one of the many homes United States. And there
across the country that the are so many more people
traveling there. All these
German women will vist.
These women are mem- hostels and people are very
bers of the American helpful and make traveling
Youth Hostels (AYH), a easier.
non-profit educational orA MEDIEVAL
ganization that allows
young and old to travel CASTLE, a railway station
inexpensively. The local or a reconstructed sailing
council, Erie-Ana, was vessel are typical internafounded by interested resi- tional hostels. In the
dents of Bowling Green. United States, hostels may
The group sponsors canoe, be a college dormitory, a
hiking, biking and skiing church or a mountain
trips for members and lodge. Bowling Green's
other interested persons. Wintergarden Lodge, built
These trips are designed in 1969, is the only youth
for the budget-minded who hostel in the United States
enjoy the challenge of that was planned and fihiking or biking across the nanced by the city government, service
country or state.
organizations and private
HOSTELS ARE acco- contributions.
Most hostels have sepamodations where members can sleep and eat for rate men and women dorup to three days. There are mitories with bunk beds,
over 250 hostels in the shower facilities, a fullyUnited States and more equipped kitchen and a
by Debbie Earle
Staff Reporter

main living area. Generally, the overnight charges
range from $2 to $6. Reservations do not have to be
made, but the houseparents prefer some advance
notice.
Joan and Robert Beard,
who are biking in Europe,
are the Lodge's regular
houseparents. While they
are traveling, Mary and
Gerald Saddlemire are the
acting houseparents. The
houseparents' telephone
number is listed in the
AYH handbook, which lists
all the hostels in the United
States.
WHEN A TRAVELER
arrives, he or she must
first notify the houseparents. Then they all meet
at the Lodge where the
hostelers are checked in.
The traveler's AYH membership card is kept by the
houseparents for as long as
the traveler stays. This
time spent at the hostel is
usually a time of relaxation and preparation for
the next day. If a traveler
is staying just one night, he
or she will most likely cook
a meal and get a good
night's sleep. The next day
will usually include over 50
miles of traveling. If a
hosteler spends a couple of
days at the hostel, fie or

she can leisurely tour the
surrounding area. When
the traveler is ready to
leave, his membership
card is returned only if the
Lodge is in the same condition as when the hostler
arrived.
The Wintergarden
Lodge accomodates an average of 350 members a
year, of which half are
international travlers. The

heaviest travel period is
from May through October, when the weather is
optimal for hiking and biking. But cross country skiing trips are organized
during the winter months,
too.

EVEN AFTER ROOSE
purchased the engines,
most were in need of complete refurbishing, said the
14-year veteran of the
park.
"We changed the looks
of the engines, we added
the brass trimmings, and
most of the other decorations," he added.
"We also do most of the
repairs ourselves," Hetrick said. "It's hard to

find parts so we make
them from spare parts and
scraps we already have."
Because the Cedar Point
railroad uses high grade
coal for the trains, operating costs for the railroad
are the highest in the park,
Hetrick said.
"Maud L," built in 1902,
has other companions at
Cedar Point including
"Myron H," "Albert,
"George R," "Jack Foster," and "Jenny K."
Since its inception in
1963, more than 46.7 million
people have taken the two
mile trip from Cedar
Point's Midway to Frontierland on one of the
Kirk's six steam engine
Bins.
Last year, 2.5 million
people rode the train. The
highest single-day attendence for the trains was
about 71,000, Hetrick said.

CASETS
1IAMBVRCSRS

Forest Apartments
Very Spacious
2 Bedroom
Furnished or
Unfurnished Apartments
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Heat Included
Tenant Pays

Free Chili

Free Single
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of Another
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of Another
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Only Electricity
Call John Newlove
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Myron "Mike" Hetrick, superintendent of Cedar
Point's railroad.
Finding narrow gauge
steam engines was not
easy since most of them
were cut into scrap during
World War II, according to
Hetrick.
Narrow gauge steam engines are different than
today's diesel engines because they run on a
smaller track width.

"Maud L" is 80 years old
and still pulls her share at
Cedar Point. On a daily
basis she entertains anywhere from 28,000 to 43,000
park guests. Although she
is over 65, "Maud L" has
no plans to retire.
She came to the
"Amazement Park" from
a sugar cane plantation in
Louisiana, where George
A. Roose, then president of
Cedar Point, Inc., saved
her from eariy retirement.
Roose brought her to Ohio
and gave her a new job as
well as a new "look." Finally, in the summer of
1963. "Maud L" was put to
work as one of Cedar
Point's first steam engine
trains.
"George Roose saved
these trains from becoming scrap iron," said

Whether you go by bike,
foot, skis or boat, hosteling
is an inexpensive way to
discover the world.
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Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

provides me with the opportunity to meet new
friends and to make lasting
friendships," he said. "Besides that, I love amusement parks."
"WE HAVE ALL the
parties, dances and movies
like college, but without
the homework," he addee.
Cedar Point s season began in May, and because
Abele was still attending
classes, he had to commute to the park. The trip,
which he made every
Thursday night, is about 65
miles long.
"At first communting
was tough and my grades
suffered, but I managed,"
Abele said.

"They have to dry clean
our uniforms twice every
day just to get them
clean,' he added.
Abele would like to return to Cedar Point next
summer, not as an fireman, but as an engineer.
"It's more fun to actually
steer the engines," Abele
said, his face covered with
coal dust. "Besides," he
added, "you don't get as
dirty, either."
Abele, orginally from
South Euclid, Ohio, has
spent the past two summers working at Cedar
Point. Last year he worked
on the Frontier Lift.
"I came back this season because Cedar Point
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The Friendly Place
\l All Your Shopping
Under One Roof
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"Welcome Back/
Freshman Edition

T-slwts
grocery items
shorts
film developing
sweatpants
jackets
sweatshirts
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irTO's
Campus
Corner

Sunday, August 29 1
(ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Wednesday August 25,
4 p.m. I
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Redskins picked as favorites
by Randy Davidson
Staff Reporter

Once again, the media has gathered to pick its favorite to win the
Mid-American Conference football
season, and this year's choice is the
Miami Redskins, with 33 first place
votes and 575 total points.
Sixty-three ballots were cast at the
annual MAC football preview, held at
King's Island last Wednesday, to determine the media's choice of team
finishes for the 1982 season.
Following Miami were: Bowling
Green, second, with 15 first place
votes and 517 points; Central Michigan, third (seven first place votes)
with 500 points; and Toledo, fourth
(also seven first place votes) with 490
points.
In an analysis of each of these four
teams, it seems that any one of them
has the capability to win the MAC.
Toledo may have an edge, though, in
that the Rockets played in the California Bowl (after taking first in the
MAC last year), beating San Jose
State, 27-25. A team not to be overlooked is Ball State (sixth in the
balloting), a team with versatility on
offense.
MIAMI FINISHED SECOND in the
MAC last year with a 6-1-1 conference
record, 8-2-1 overall. The Redskins
have seven starters returning offensively and nine on defense, with 39
lettermen coming back this year.
Quarterback John Appold completed 80 of 171 passes for 929 yards
last year, as only a sophomore. He
threw five of both interceptions and
touchdowns.
In the tailback position will be Jay
Peterson, a junior, who started in less
than six games last year and still had
134 rushes for 611 yards. Peterson,
who played in the shadow of Greg
Jones (1,134 yards rushing, among the
top three MAC rushers), had a 4.6
yards per carry average and eight
touchdowns.
136 yards last season, returns at tight

CraigMiller, catching 14 passes for
end. Three-year letterman Keith
Dummitt should start at wide receiver.
Miami's defense, which allowed
only 1,281 yards rushing last year, is
lead by three-year lettermen John
Lyons, Dave Williams, and Ken
Black.

Export Typavg
Reasonable Rates
CM 352 7305 after 5pm

Good Morning. August 1 1
WE NEED VOUR HELP)
Bloodmobila Thurs.. Auguil 12,
10 a.m 1o 3:45 p.m.
■I Northeast Commons.
BLOOD-THE GIFT OF LIFE!

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONAL

KINDRED SPIMT-I Know III meet
you sooner or later, but I prater
sooner That's why this ad ARTSY
'CRAFTSY
HOMESTEADINQ'
CHWSTIAN FEMALE (25. NON
CONFORMIST. HEALTH CON
SCKXIS. VERSATILE) SEEKS AN
OTHER OPEN-MINDED FEMINIST
FOR LIFELONG.
EGALITARIAN
RELATIONSHIP OFFERING HOME
FAMILY SECURITY. INDEPENDEN
CE SINCERE P O BOX 55 PERRYSBURG. OH 43551

352-7365 eves

roommate needed lor 82-83
school year Cat 352 9197 or

colecl 1 416852-7796
NEED A ROOMMATE'
CONTACT LARRY
352-0783

WANTED

NEEDED 2 MALE ROOMMATES TO
SUBLEASE APT ON EAST MERRY

E.T. PHONE HOME!

Close (o campus1
Fe rmt« needed to share apt Cal
CC*ect|216, 247-5413

NEED FEMALE A MALE STUDENTS
TO FILL APARTMENTS A HOUSES

Female needed lo bve with 3 gtrtt
Campos Manor Aptt lor 82-83
school yea/ Caa 352 4923

Need lamia roommate lor lad
semester Cal Michelle at
354 3043

I'M CHEAP. I'M EASY AND I'M
QUICK with T-.rUrts lor your group
or organization Lower. I prices-last
deliver/. Call Jim 351-7011.

353-6621

FOR the best in PRICE
and SERVICE
Come Out TODAY
two bedrooms available
For Fall

PHONE 352 7365

NEEO F ROOMMATE FOR 82-83
SCH
YR
REASONABLE RENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL JODI
1 833 2533 AFTER 5 30 P M
Roomato needed lor 82-83 school
year $ 166 month Cal Drane alter 8
pm 1862 4144
ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR SECOND SEMESTER ONLY.
LOW RENT! 140 UANVILLE. CALL
DEBORAH ANN OR JOANNA AT

354-U7I.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
82 83
SCHOOL YEAR 2 BEDROOM APT
LOCATED 2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS
REASONABLE RENT CALL 3541712. MARY
Male roommate wanted lor lal semester I block Irom campus Phone

WINTHROPAPTS.

1-483-3055

Low Rates

Office Located at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Open 8:30 till 5:00 MonFri.
Phone 352-9135
Swimming Pools
Air
Laundramats
Conditioning

WANTED: Oarage space lo store
car during winter months. December through March preferred although longer term might be
acceptable. Call 372-2601 between
I a.m. ens i pje.
1 F time needed for Fal Semester
For more mlormatKjn cai 354-3181
1 M. rmte. wanted.
Nice apt close to campus

353-6621

F rmte needed Fal Semester
Sl50mo A uM 1 bdrm apt m
Campus Manor Cal Ann 352-6491
1 Male roommate lor 82-83 school
year Rockfedge Manor 2"bdrm . 2
bath Cal M*e 363 2895
1 person bdrm apt Meadowvrew
Court, no util . unfurn
Cal 1-627-8730 ask lor M«e

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION MARKETING MAJORS
GRADUATING IN AUGUST OR DE
CEMBER 1982 II you have a 3 0 or
bailer GPA overall and a 3 5 or belter
■n marketing. Owens Corning Frberglass may be interested m interviewing
you Cal Jerry at the Cooperative
Education Otlice 372 2461
Cooperative Education position with
large Etyria corporation tor materials
management students beginning lal
semester Pays a manmum ol S1 025
per month Cal the Cooperative Edu
cation Office at 372-2451 or stop by
222 Admrnrslrahon Busang
HOMEMAKERS DREAM!
You control hours and income Dem
onslrale Toys and Grits NO mvestmenls. No experience Also booking
parties Cal 686 2676 or write
TOY LADIES PARTY PLAN
Johnstown. PA 15904
Need help al rental properties doing
Cleaning a misc robs Cal 352-7365
between SITpm
WORK IN FRANCE. JAPAN CHINA'
Send long, stamped sen-addressed
envelope lor details ESL-32 A P O
Bo« 336. Cenlraba. WA 98531

FOR SALE

Free Pizza
I
I
|
■
|

FB££ PIZZA.
Buy any pizza and get the next smaller I
same style pizza with equal number of |
toppings. FREE. Present this coupon ■
with guest check. Not valid with any

! other oaV

■ Expirauoot: 8-25-82 8G

J ear. in

VLTIA

g^

innl.

Forptna out rf s Pizza Inn.'"

I $S.Nor$l.Noff.
I Get $3.00 off « large or »2 00 o* a

|
■
■
■
I

I

a

medium size pizza, any style and as
many trappings as you want. Pi aunt
this coupon with guest check. Not
vaUd with any other offer.
Eipiratlon: 8-25-82 BG

■_

|
i

1:
Rzzainnl.
For ptzza oat If* Pizza ImmT*

1616 East Wooster Street
352-4657

Cleveland and Sandusky repeated at champions In thalr respective
divisions in the seventh snnusl Stroh's Poe Ditch Rugby Tournament held
here last Saturday. Cleveland edged Youngstown 12-10 In ths Division I
Championship game while Sandusky broke open a close match to defeat the
Poe Ditch Officers 14-0 in the Division II championship.

AL—LYN NORTH
undergrad 2 bdrm. apartments
AL-LVN SOUTH
gradlfacufly 2 bdrm. furnlunturn.
352-1800 evs»J352-4«7l days
Apartment I bdrm (2 man) spacious
apt to sub-lease Close lo campus.
S225 met ull Cal Jill 352-6174
alter 5 00
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
"1 bdrm unlurn.
"FREE water S sewer
• • BI9 walls tor good Insulation
• 'Comer »lh A High

Phone 352-5S20
before 4 P.M.

Furnished apt for
t male grad student
UW lurn Ph 352-1420
Furn nouses lor 4 students
Cal 352 7454
HOUSES
3 bdrm semi turn
AC laund
lacil $375 5 uN
2 bdrm semi-furn . AC $365 5
uM
APARTMENTS
2 bdrm Close lo campus $275

seat
2-2 bdrm $310 & utrf
1 bdrm (urn Close to campus
$240 mclud glil
1 bdrm $175 5 ulil
EFFICIENCIES
Close lo campus SI65 mclud
ull
$145 pkis ull
Please call 352-4265 anytime
Large, private. 3 bdrm duplex Also
1 bdrm apt half bit Irom campus
Cal 353-3866
Need male and S female students lo
in apartments and houses

FOR SALE Powered Ultra-Light
lEsglel Cal 1-832-0266 alter 8 p m
FREE KITTENS
TO A GOOD HOME!!
CALL JAN 372-2601
'75 Vega Hatchback itlckshrtl. no
rust, excellent condition. SeSO (negotiable.) Call Nick 352-SM3.
1974 PONTIAC CATALfNA
Excel! cond $480 Mexibtel
Cal 352 8643 ask lor Carl

Pizza inn

BG News photo/Tim Appel '

Ball State had depth in the passcatching area, with five returning
starters back from last season. Senior
Stevie Nelson led the team in recep- things fall into place, who knows,
tions last year with 37 catches for 635 maybe the California Bowl isn't too
yards. Four other receivers combined far away.
for over 600 yards in receptions.
MIAMI, BG, CENTRAL and Toledo
The Cardinals should improve on finished in the top four spots last year
last season's 2-6 MAC mark, and if jujdjiievjirejjood choices to fill the

Female roommate needed lor 2nd
semester Call Kathy 352 4923
F

COOKOUT AUQ 12 at tne REC
CENTER1 Hot OOgs craps A other
munchies-Al tor only S1 00 Sign up

352-aoei

BALL STATE MAY be the surprise
team of the MAC, as the Cardinals
have 40 returning lettermen, with
eight starters back on both offense
and defense.
The Cardinals have two young running backs,Junior Terry Lymon and
sophomore Terrell Smith. Lymon had
130 rushes for 633 yards, averaging 4.9
yards per carry last season, while
Smith rushed 84 times for 324 yards.
Quarterback Doug Freed, an upcoming junior, threw 137 completions
in 256 attempts, for 1,517 yards. Freed
threw six Tu's and 15 interceptions,
but inexperience and youth probably
account for the large amount of intercepts.

Campus Manor gals need 1 or 2
rmles to share 2 bdrm apt lor
school year Ph 352 9302 11 -4 or

NEED DESPERATELY
ONE F
RMTE TO SHARE HOUSE W 3
OTHERS REASONABLE ALL UTIL
WCL CALL ASAP 353-1211

BAILOON-A-GRAMS
The Beeoonman

passes, for 875 yards and six touchdowns. Kelso was the Rockets second
leading rusher with 167 runs for 564
Cls and nine touchdowns, more
some running backs get.
Toledo has depth in the backfield,
more so than most other MAC teams.
Tailback Arnold Smiley, a junior,
carried the ball 197 times for 1,013
yards last year. Smiley averaged an
outstanding 5.5 yards per carry and
scored five TD's.Two other juniors,
John Walker and Mel Tuker, had 498
yards and 445 yards rushing, respectively.
Leading the receiving end for Toledo are senior Rod Achter (14 receptions, 361 yards) and junior Capus
Robinson (10 receptions, 254 yards).
The trio of Mike Russell, Marlin
Russell, and John Gudger, all threeyear lettermen, are back on defense.
It might be tough to match last
year's 8-1 MAC record, but the Rockets have the talent to do so.

Female rmte needed Fal Semester
83 Apt 1 block Irom campus Can
352-7727

Spruce up (or lol
Complementary Mary Kay lacial
CaUKjmal 352 9120

NOW at the Roc Center
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10.00 P M
1-OOW3S-S039

CENTRAL MICHIGAN, although
picked to finish third, has only six
starters returning offensively and
seven are back on defense. But Central has a total of 40 lettermen returning, which could provide depth and
experience.
Back at quarterback for CMU is
junior Bob DeMarco, who was 85 for
162, throwing for 1,159 yards. DeMarco threw five touchdowns, but
was intercepted 10 times last year.
The Chippewas will miss graduate
Reggie Mitchell, a 1,068 yard rusher
lastyear. But returning starters Curtis Adams (68 rushes, 437 yards) and
Mark Birnbaum (82 rushes, 316
yards) should be a good duo in the
backfield.

THE BOWLING GREEN Falcons
have all 11 starters back on offense
and seven returning starters for the
defense. The Falcons lost three
games last year, two of them MAC
contests, by a total of eight points.
They won five of their last six games
to finish fourth in the MAC with a 5-3-1
record.
BG is counting on Bryant "Cowboy" Jones to grind out the yardage
again this season. Jones rushed 255
times for 1,051 yards, averaging 4.2
yards per carry in 1981. The Falcons
may be weak in the backfield overall,
as tailback Kevin Browning added 167
yards rushing and fullback Tom Glendening had only 83 yards last season.
Central will have to make up
The Falcons may have to pass ground on the receiving crew, as just
more this year and junior quar- one of its top four receivers is back
terback Dayne Palsgrove has the from last year. Split end Craig Fields
ability to help out in this area. Pals- had 15 receptions for 247 yards last
grove was 79 of 153 in the passing season and is back for his last year.
department for 732 yards last season.
The defense for Central is questionSenior Greg Taylor added 304 yards able, with five starters lost and some
passing, but BG had only 1,062 yards shoes to fill. Halfback Brian Billops is
passing for the season. Taylor also the only three-year letterman on dewas used as a flanker last year, and fense.
he'll probably be used more in that
CMU finished third in the MAC last
position this year.
season with a 7-2 record, and has
compiled a three-year record of 30-5Leading the pass-catching unit for
BG is Shawn Potts, a senior who
caught 31 passes for 391 yards last
LAST YEAR'S MAC CHAMP, the
season. Taylor had 17 receptions and Toledo Rockets, have nine starters
Bryant Jones added 13 receptions. returning on defense and seven on
Depth in the receiving area is needed. offense. The Rockets will have to
BG should be tough on defense, replace two outstanding players,
with returners Larry Stratton at end, guard David Menefee, and deAndre Young at tackle, and safeties fenseman Mike Kennedy.
Jac Tomasello and Martin Bayless.
Toledo's quarterback, junior Jim
As a sophomore last season, Bayless Kelso, combines his running and passled the MAC in interceptions with ing talents to lead the offense.Last
seven.
year, Kelso completed 58 of 121

E LASSIFIEDS
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

The punting game looks good for
the Falcons, as sophomore punter
Jim Pbelps led the MAC with a 40.3
yard average last year.
BG's veteran offense could be the
edge needed to win the MAC.

Cm 352 7365
Spacious ttvee-bdrm house lo sublet
for 82-83 school year Close to
campus For more into cal Mary

354-2039
STUDENT RENTALS
House lor 4-5
1 2 house lor 1 or 2
Apartment lor 2 or 3
PHONE 352-7H5

FOR RENT

Student rooms, men. close lo Unrv
private entrance, cookng
352-8043

FACULTY MEMBERS: WE HAVE
RENTAL HOUSING FOR YOU TOO!
CALL 352-5520 BEFORE 4:00.

VEL-MANOR APTS across from
Kohl; Prefer grad students or married
professors AluN except elec Quiet
atmosphere Cal 352-2858

APARTMENTS HOUSES
SINGLE ROOMS
PHONE 352-7365
WE STILL HAVE STUDENT HOUS
NO AVAIL FOR FALL 1 BDRM 2
80RMS Cal 352-5620

WANTED:
Grad students ft instructors who are
looking lor a race quiet place to kve
1 bdrm. A turn studios
Cal or stop m at Channg Cross Apis
1017 S Main St 352-0590

l\teadowvTew~Cbu rf
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982

top four again. A loss of one MAC
game may mean the difference between first and second places, as
indicative of the past, and this season
should be no exception. Look for a
close race to the end.

2 bdrm lownhouses. singles A lamey
apts unlurn A lurn Gas heal, pet
agreement available
9 month
$240'$260 12 month $225 $240

NEWLY DECORATED 3 bdrm . 1
bath, lam rm m desirable BG area
NO PETS Yr lease $500 mo . dep
A uM 352 1452 or 352-1744

353-6891 or 353-3641

2 bdrm apis lor Fal SI* available
Gas Hjat 353-3641 unN 5 00
3520232 or 352-6992 eves

1 A 2 bdrm apts aval lor Fal
leasing
352-9457 11am-3pm
or
354-1120
For Fal 2 bdrm furn Cable TV. AC.
heat A water includ bldg lor bares
$100 mo person w 4 persons Cal
352-7182 1470CloughSt
Apt F-3
Large, spacious attractive room in
historic house available by the week
unM late August Cal 352-6860
FOR FALL 831 7th St 2 bdrm
lurn . tenant pays only elec Cal John
Newlove Real Estate 362 6553
MID AM MANOR APT
Check Us Out'
362 4380
CHARLESTOWN APTS
They're Great' Especialy lor grads

352-4380

2 bdrm

apts

lor Grad Students

353-3641 untl 5 00
352-0232 or 352 6992 eves
2 bdrm. fully lurn. apts. AC. Convenient location Low rates. Call 3524SSS.
1 or 2 bdrm apt lor married couples
Pool Aval now A Fal 353-3641
until 5 00 352-0232 or 352-6992
eves

Thursday Student Night
Students with valid I.O.'i
Only SI 00

STAPIUM CINEMA 1-2]
■v«—.».i>

IOWC*

cntN

m mem

6th BIG WEEK

GREAT
HALF-PRICE
HAIRCUT

SALE!
At Command
Performance

in Bowling Green!
Our famous shampoo,
precision haircut
& blow-dry styling
(Reg. $14)
NOW ONLY $71
Adt'l BIG SAVINGS
on permanents and
all salon coloringl

Tel. 352-6516
Hours: 10-9 M-F
9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun
HURRY!
Sale Is for
LIMITED TIME
ONLYI
See Other Ad-Page 3

Steven Spielburg's
'E.T. The Extra Terresfial'
Eve 7 3C S 9 30
<ol \Aol 1 00
Sur Mur 2 UO ft 4 00
4th BIG WEEK
The Best Little (R)
Whorehouse in Texas
Storring

Burt Reynolds

Dolly Parton
Eve7OOA945SalMat2 0O
Sun Mai 2 00 A 4 15

ICLA'ZEU
.THEATRE.

STARTS FRIDAY!
STEVEN SPIELBERG'S
STAR WARS (PG)
Eve 7 30 A 9 46 Sal Mai 2 00
Sun Mat 2 00 A 4 15

iUELI

V/&S"!
STARTS FRIDAY!

Chuck Norns in
FOREST VENGENCE (R)
-plusHE KNOWS YOUR ALONE
9:15
10:45
(R)
En and Sat Concession Specieto
Sun Carload Night Only SS.00

OLD-FASHIONED
SUMMER
COOK—OUT

■ Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours Mon— Fri. 9—12 4 1—5

2 Bedrooms:
Efficiencies:
Unfurnished $265
Unfurnished: $200
Furnished: $285
Furnished: $225
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Landlord Pays
, f^roo,,,.
Resident Pays Electric
AH Utilities
' D~raom'
Unfurnished: $250
Lights
Furnished: $270
Landlord Pays All Ulattiee
* Laundry facilities available * Oas heart
* Swimming pool • Party room
* Game room * Sauna
AH Residents are Granted the Prrvilege of ■ MrwnbersNp
to the Cherrywood Health Spa

Thursday, Aug. 12, 5-7 p.m.
Student Rec. Ctr. Club Pool
HOTDOGS
. . nr.D
ALL l UK
POTATO CHIPS
"
LEMONADE
$1 per person
OTHER MUNCHIES

Sign-up and Purchase Tickets
By Noon On Thursday

